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Press Release

Tornabuoni  Arte  Contemporary  Art continues  its  2015  program of  exhibitions,  with 

Plastic Shapes, a solo exhibition of Francesca Pasquali.

Pasquali was born in 1980 in Bologna, where she also achieved a degree in the Fine Ars.  

She  is  a  very  original  artist  whose  artistic  language  is  deeply  rooted  in  the  Italian 

movement of the so-called Arte Povera. In her works she experiments diferent materials 

coming mainly from the industrial world, such as neoprene, pvc, foam rubber, synthetic 

bristles, balloons, straws, woven into preconceived grids. She reuses recycled materials 

to give life to objects that become absolute  protagonists of her works always inspired by 

nature. Her compositions are an explosion of shapes, colours and materials, and invite 

the  public  to  a  multisensory  journey:  not  only  visual  but  very  often  also  tactile  and 

sometimes  auditory.  Her  research  into  non-traditional  artistic  materials  is  also 

accompanied by the close relationship between the work and the viewer, which always 

develop new forms of communication. The spectator in fact, is not passive anymore, he 

or she becomes an active participant of the work. The vibrant surfaces of the plastic are 

undoubtedly  “accomplices” of  her  work,  which is  intended to develop that  iridescent 

efect that does not even leave us the time to ask ourselves “what is the work itself made 

of? ”; it actually invites us to approach it, observe it and at the same time touch it, make 

contact with the materials, and eventually listen to its silent presence.



The  exhibition  comprehends  incredible  works, such  as  Bristles  shapes,  bristles 

assembled in wood and metal frames, Frappe shapes, industrial scraps of white, gray and 

black neoprene, intertwined to form soft and sinuous spirals, Straws shapes, the famous 

straws for which today the artist is best known, Dringbells shapes, an experimental work 

formed by hundreds of bells that, through a sensor, are activated depending on how close 

the public approaches the work, and fnally Net shapes, cocoons of diferent sizes formed 

with the  threads of neoprene. 

For the occasion will be also presented a video kinetic installation, created by the artist in 

collaboration with vj Carlotta Piccinini and Andrea Familiari, called 39000 Light straws. 

The  The participation of the spectator is fundamental and an essential part of the art 

work.

“ The appeal of Pasquali’s work lies precisely in this simple, courageous choice: art is 

something you do, and in doing it, you come to know it;  the project is just an idea that 

can be be radically changed over the course of the operations of assembly, composition, 

preparation  -as Ilaria Bignotti write on the catalogue- The concept of becoming pertains 

to her work and fows through it like sap between artifce and nature. Our amazement is 

equal to the one of the artist and to the work itself: a synesthetic, vitalistic embrace, full of  

hope  and capable of declaring that life continues to fow by, in a swirl of inert plastic, 

along the slender drinking straws and between the delicate strands of bristles.  A loving 

and patient act receives these materials and symbolically ourselves: Art is born where the 

unexpected happens.

Plastic Shapes will be opened untill Thursday 19th  November 2015.

Catalogue FORMA Art Today texts by Ilaria Bignotti and Gino Pisapia. 
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